
WEEK 5 & 6 

Topic: Basic Services 
 

CONTENT 

• C0ncept finger placement on the basic service keys 

• Manipulation of the basic service keys using soft touch 
Concept Finger Placement on the Basic Service Keys 

These are twelve basic service keys in number F1-F2 and are located horizontally on the first row of 
computer keyboard. 

 

  

Manipulation of the basic service keys using soft touch 

 
This is the correct way to place your finger on the keyboard when typing 

As seen in the above picture, your hands should lay naturally on the middle row of keys (home row 
keys) of the keyboard. You left-hand index finger should be on the letter “F,” and your right-hand 
index finger should be on the letter “J” and both thumbs should be on the spacebar. 
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Tip: You can quickly identify where your hands should be positioned without looking at the keyboard 
by feeling for small bumps that should be on the letter “F” and “J.” 

Topic: Correct Spacing and Punctuation Marks 
 

Content: 

• Identification 

• Correct Finger Placement 

• Correct Use of Punctuation marks key 

• Correct spacing After punctuation marks 
Identification 

  

P u n c t u a t i o n – check the chart above for the correct finger position.  

The comma is next to M and the fullstop to its right. They are below K & L. 

To type a capital letter or character (*) do the following … 

Hold the Right Shift Key for a Left Hand letter or character 

Hold the Left Shift Key for a Right Hand letter or character. 

Correct use of Punctuation marks keys 

1) Em dashes, En dashes, and Hyphens 

Not all dashes are created equal. You’ve probably noticed the hyphen key, located on both of your 
number pads. However, there are technically three different dashes, with completely different 
purposes. 

The hyphen is the most commonly used version of the dash. You’ve probably seen a hyphenated 
word before, but we’ll give you an example anyway: the pink-hatted elephant walked down to the 
red–doored store. 

En dashes are used to connect numbers, and sometimes words (see below). For example: 10–20, 
50–100, 100–900. (Just think “to or though”: From 1 TO 10, or everything starting at 10 AND 
THROUGH 19). 

Em dashes are used to break off thoughts. If you were paying attention—although it’s okay if you 
weren’t. 



You don’t actually have to worry too much about the difference between em dashes and en dashes. 
En dashes can actually be used to separate a thought as well – you just have to add a space on 
either side, like this example. 

How to Type it: 

To type an en dash, type a space, followed by two hyphens and a space on the other side — like 

this. 

To type an em dash, do the same thing—but this time, ignore the spaces. 

2) The Pipe Bar 

The pipe bar isn’t really a punctuation mark, but it’s still fun to know how to use. Pipe bars look like 
this: |. Look closely, and you’ll see that it’s not actually a lowercase “L”. 

Pipe bars are used in Unix coding. They also work as a division symbol if you’re typing out a math 
formula. In design, they are often used to space out information on business cards, like this: 

yourname@example.com | xxx.xxx.xxxx 

How to Type it: 

Find the backward slash (\) key on your keyboard; it should be right next to your “Enter” key. Just 

hold down shift while you press it, and voila! Pipe bar! 

3) Braces 

Braces – also known as curly brackets – are familiar to anyone who knows a little CSS. They can 
be used just like parenthesis and regular brackets, and are particularly useful if you’re putting one 
set of parenthesis inside of another (which is sometimes done [if you happen do like convoluted 
sentences {which some people do}]). 

How to Type it: 

To type a brace, hold down shift while pressing either the opening or closing square bracket key. 

Yup, it’s that simple! 

4) Ellipses 

You already know how to type and use this one… but we bet you didn’t notice it’s name. 
The ellipses is that little “…”, used to denote a pause or a break in a quotation. In comics, it’s also 
used to show a silence. 

Quick grammar rule: if the ellipses is in the middle of a sentence, type three dots. If it’s at the end of 
a sentence, type four. 

How to Type it: 

To type an ellipses on your computer, just key in three periods. 



4) Bullet Points 

Here are the reasons you might want to use a bullet point: 

• You like lists 

• You really like lists. 

• You like little round circles. 

Now, normally your word processor software will take care of bullet points for you, and you don’t 
have to worry about it; just hit the “list” button, and type away! But every now and then, it’s fun to be 
able to type it individually. Like the pipe bar, bullets can be used to separate information in your 
designs. 

Use a Bullet Point! 
Business cards • Flyers • Really, whatever you feel like. 

How to Type it: 

To get a bullet (•), type Alt + 9679 on your PC. 

Correct spacing after punctuation marks 

There are generally two rules involved in spacing after a punctuation mark. They are: 

Rule 1 

With a computer, use only one space following periods, commas, semicolons, colons, exclamation 
points, question marks, and quotation marks. The space needed after these punctuation marks is 
proportioned automatically. 

Rule 2 

Use no spaces on either side of a hyphen. 

Example: 

We borrowed twenty-three sheets of paper. 

Dashes 

Dashes, like commas, semicolons, colons, ellipses, and parentheses, indicate added emphasis, an 
interruption, or an abrupt change of thought. Experienced writers know that these marks are not 
interchangeable. Note how dashes subtly change the tone of the following sentences: 

Examples: 
You are the friend, the only friend, who offered to help me. 
You are the friend—the only friend—who offered to help me. 
I pay the bills; she has all the fun. 



I pay the bills—she has all the fun. 
I wish you would … oh, never mind. 
I wish you would—oh, never mind. 

Rule 1. Words and phrases between dashes are not generally part of the subject. 

Example: Joe—and his trusty mutt—was always welcome. 

Rule 2. Dashes replace otherwise mandatory punctuation, such as the commas after Iowa and 2013 
in the following examples: 

Without dash: The man from Ames, Iowa, arrived. 
With dash: The man—he was from Ames, Iowa—arrived. 
Without dash: The May 1, 2013, edition of the Ames Sentinel arrived in June. 
With dash: The Ames Sentinel—dated May 1, 2013—arrived in June. 

Rule 3. Some writers and publishers prefer spaces around dashes. 

Example: Joe — and his trusty mutt — was always welcome. 

	


